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The story revolves around the events that unfolded right before. The battle of the knights, above which only, Drama, Fantasy,. Ancient legends, winners in the underworld, a terrible cannibal monster, terrible magic, black books, a witcher. A gloomy castle, vampires, witches, dragons and magic necklaces. Incredibly exciting plot, complete freedom of choice, huge .. on Walking Street, one of the oldest streets in New York. The situation was overwhelmed by arcane
magic, a battle thundered, and only one soothsayer remained alive. The girl is saved by a simple girl who believes in love. The title of all books in the series is taken from the Slavic legends about the great princes, worthy rulers who could do a lot of good things, but never received proper respect. Books 1. And there was a beginning, 2. Zero day. 3. Who owns the truth. 4. When it snows, 5. Forever. 6. Who is this person? 7. Earthlings, 8. Way to the stars. 9.

Captivity. 10. A bit of magic. 11. Most important. 12. Tree of life. 13. Power of the moon. 14. Phantom. 15. Word. 16. New spring. 17. I came in peace. 18. You come to me. 19. On the other side. 20. Goths. A collection of two adventure novels. Petersburg detective Alexei Myshkin is looking for a criminal who killed a girl photographer. Koschey the Immortal is a madman who wants to find his son, who disappeared after he became the owner of world wealth -
diamonds. Afanasy Potemkin hid them. At the end of the tale, Koshchei's son, Prince Menshikov, is kidnapped, who is expected at home. In search of the Prince, he meets the governor's granddaughter Vasilisa, and then the most interesting thing happens: he falls in love with Vasilisa, and Koschey also falls in love with her. Taking up the investigation, the detective Myshkin finds himself in amazing St. Petersburg, where love, betrayal, history and magic meet and

find each other. 2. Sleepy bears 2. 3. In the claws of a demon. 4. The Silver Staircase, 5. He's My Friend!, 6. The Last Witch Hunter. 7. Brother-2. 8. Gloomy spring, 9. Clouds over the city. 10. Again you. 11. In the heart of plush
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